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Featherweight Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 124 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Do you ever wonder what other
teens think about sex and relationships? Do you have questions about sex but don t know who to
ask? Like you, many teens never talk about their worries and concerns because they re afraid of
looking silly, uncool, or inexperienced. Many teens don t know who to turn to and ask these
important questions. For these reasons, a teen text line was created in Alexandria, VA through the
Alexandria Campaign on Adolescent Pregnancy (ACAP). Teens like you can ask their questions
anonymously (that means they do not have to reveal their names or identity) and they will be
answered within 24 hours. This book, TEENS TEXT SEX, takes all the questions that have been
posed to the hotline and offers them, along with their answers, in the following categories:
Relationships Sexual Decision Making Sexual Activity Birth Control and Preventing Pregnancy
Pregnancy Sexually Transmitted Infections Teens use text messaging more than any other age
group. They do way more text messaging (fifty texts a day) than they make calls on their cell...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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